
 

BLADE CHANGE 

STEP 1 

Ensure the switch is 

in the ‘unlock’ 

position 

Turn the locking button a 

quarter turn to the left, 

the button will then pop 

up but will not lift out of 

the knife body 

STEP 2 

Slide top half of the knife body back 

STEP 3 

STEP 4 

KEY FEATURES 

 Blade stays in the ‘out’ position whilst a controlled cut is being                               

made, if the knife is jerked, shaken or dropped the blade will retract 

 The blade can be locked in the knife for safe storage (NOTE: The blade will retract if you 

push the lock button up when the blade is out.  It will not lock the blade in the out position)! 

 Moulded in tough glass filled nylon 

 Easy blade change and cleaning procedure 

 Standard (Metal Detectable plastic blade carrier) and Heavy Duty (aluminium 

blade carrier) options available 

 Auto-retract version available 

 Straight, rounded, hook, super hook, convex and concave blades available 

 IMPORTANT: Not all blades are interchangeable between ReAkta knives.  If purchasing a different 

 blade to the blade that is currently in your ReAkta knife, please contact us first. 

Reverse or replace the blades.  Ensure switch is 

in the lock position when knife is not in use 

INSTRUCTION GUIDELINES 

Distributed by:- 

BST Detectable Products, Unit 7 Delta Court, Sky Business Park, Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN9 3GN, UK 

Tel: 01302 775208     Email: sales@detectable-products.co.uk     Web: www.detectable-products.co.uk 

The ReAkta Knife is a utility knife with a novel new 

safety feature.  Whereas an enclosed blade ‘Safety Knife’ 

almost eliminates the risk of an accident, the ReAkta Knife will 

give a risk reduction compared to a ‘fixed blade’ or ‘manual 

retract’ knife.  Moulded in a Metal Detectable plastic with 

Metal Detectable security key for a controlled blade change.  

Complete with Stainless Steel blade and components. 

 

 COLOURS AVAILABLE 

ReAkta shown is heavy duty version 

IMPORTANT: Please read these guidelines before you begin to use your ReAkta Knife. 

The Knife is supplied with the blade locked in.  See blade change step 1 below. 
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